



































































































































Counting solutions wittumultiplicity yep
Any fops q then Veep is the of solutions
affcpsqneouutubwithuudlipte.at
Reminder about the rug of
functions Geometry translates
into aly properties of thering
of functions on a variety into geometric
facts about thevariety

Prop If Rio connected then theringof
bed four on R had no your divisors

Proof Any fg o but figure into

Ifneitherfuorgia zero everywhere then earlier you
owe deatereteset so fg is zero on a diverete set and Cgeo

hot true for the ringof cant
fans Not true for desiconnectedoarfacee






































































































































129Theorem It f be holomorphic but
not constant on a Reimann surfaceR

Then Ifl has no local maximum
IReay has no local uranium

Proof
Thisfollowsfrom the openmapping

theorem

Amy p is apoint at
which is a uranium

fffianutconstantwecouldfind apoint in awad f p with
a largervalueofIfcpf

o.tt






































































































































R S connected
Theorem If f Rss is analytic
but not constant and if Ria compourt
Kun fog S and so S is compact
In particular a holomorphicfunction on

a compact surface is constant
byopenmappingtune

Proof Image is open cloudy
compaction and non empty so

is all ofs ar s is compact If S is not compact fireaoualetut

Our ideaof looking at the ring of
holomorphic functions on a compact
surface is not so good






































































































































Recall

If f is holomorphic in some domain

D 2 o a Iz w la v

then we say f has an isolated singularity
at W D is called a punctured dials

We can expand f in a faurent series
around w

fczy.twuA wY
Iet N cutEu auto then f has a

removable ingularity if Nao

a pile if es N o and an

easeuteat ainglarity if N es

If f has a removable auigularity then
we can extend f to a holomorphicfunction
defined at w givenby an a wi






































































































































Iftpolellfen set me n N a htt

f An Z W gamµ
Cz w ntN

ve N
as

CzWIN Zaun ft w t

be O

call this g
giaholomorphic and

gcw auto

fr fat 977 uh gusto

It follows that finswHastas

If femsawessentialsing then thecollectionoflimiting values
demeinQ by Casoratti Weierstrass p.io

BourdonWe surf
a function is meromorphic in a domain

Ucf if f ia holomorphic in U EES each

2 jia isolated ink and fleas at worst a

pole at each zj






































































































































meromorphicfunctions
localbehaviorof a budfour at an

isolatedsing is a top invariant
Andres sense todefine this for
prime surfaces

twice being a pole is a topological
property makes sense

independently of the abort
Thatis to say if f Rose has a pole at pet with
respect to one chant team it has one with respect
to any chartwhose domain contains p

5
f

Gapis a lad differ






































































































































f
Or thin in thecontext
ofReimannsurfaces
butfor

conveniencewords in
wimple abort

If f is meromorphic in U then we can

define an extensionof Eius Clos bywhen
setting fEA fcz z not a poleoff
and ftcz as when Z is a pole off

Clear fromthe prew discussion that ft continuous

Remark Ucd can be viewed as a

Reimannsurfacewhere its atlasconsists

of the single abort c u corresponding
to the inclusion

Prop Viewed as a map between Reimann

aurfaces ft Ra Qa is a holomorphicmap

Proof Need to show that
therump is holomorphic when expressed in
clients






































































































































For simplicity we replace R by
the range of one of its aborts

ca Tet be poles in K

it
EEEQos

We use the chart of to identify a Ecg

with a

a
float Iz

Qa Z µf a






































































































































We have glottal fed for zfzj

By amstructionoffiabolomoyglia away
from the poles
Consider zinauld of Ej Want to about

that d oft ialeolomorphic
For z Zj of 4 offs D

For t tzjodfta D ouoo.tt

a fCZD

I
FED

Now fc 9 gf
N
Gtz

CzZIN

o z Zjgadto

This functoiriabdomorphia






































































































































Cor If R is a Riemannsurface
then the collectionof meromorphicfunctions
on R other than flat as is a fieldoff12is connected

Proof If fg are meromorphicfunctions
of R and ftp.gcp t as we can add

multpty functions so thesetof functions
If g to teeing

forms army has a diorite setof
zeros we can formIg as ameromorphicfunctor
withpolesat theegosofg Needto check that we loveenough

non infinitevaluestodetermine

Corollary OnlyfailswheinEETTon

If fire meromorphic on acompactsurface
then faye Qos unbauf is constant

orexample a non constantmeromorphicfundtois
alwayshas a zero I Generalizethefactthat a cowout

pity in Q alwayshas a rout

In the awe D Cos we can calculate the field ofmeromorphicfunctions




